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cytes were thought to be able to operate in the
absence of oxygen. But this has now been
called into question2. 

Many of the haemocytes are loosely
attached to tissue surfaces8 and, in C. ethlius,
oxygen deficiency leads to a 60 per cent 
rise in the number in circulation to nearly 12
million per millilitre of haemolymph. Locke
studied the structure of one type of haemo-
cyte — the granulocyte. In a normal, well-
oxygenated environment, granulocytes have
irregular outlines, with processes (filopodia)
on their surface. Their Golgi complexes are
well developed and their secretory vesicles
contain tubular structures. Under conditions
of oxygen starvation, however, they become
rounded and lose their filopodia, their Golgi
complexes become smaller, and few (if any)
tubular structures are seen in their vesicles2.
Although there are always granulocytes
trapped temporarily in the branches of the
tracheal tufts, these become more abundant
under oxygen starvation (Fig. 3a). Moreover,
the granulocytes in the tufts have the 
characteristics of those in a well-oxygenated
environment (Fig. 3b). This is a strong 
indication that the granulocytes are, indeed,
coming to the tracheal tufts for oxygen2.

But the story does not finish here. The 
tracheal branch that gives rise to the tufts also
passes backwards into a semi-isolated com-
partment at the rear end of the animal. Here,
again, it becomes thin-walled, giving rise to
tracheoles that end freely in the haemolymph
and often run back along the sides of the 
tracheae to form knots. This compartment is
called the tokus, and it acts as a ‘lung’ for the
haemocytes. Haemolymph that has passed
over the tufts periodically enters the tokus

through openings alongside the tracheae.
The granulocytes (and the other haemo-
cytes) become associated with the free tra-
cheal branches and tracheoles, but in a closer
and longer-lasting fashion than in the tufts.
The surface of the haemocyte that touches a
tracheole becomes flattened to form a large
contact area (Fig. 3c), increasing oxygenation
of the haemocyte. Because the tokus is close
to the heart, the aerated haemolymph can
enter it immediately for recirculation2.

Locke’s work is particularly exciting
because it is not just a one-off phenomenon
— indeed, the tufts and the tokus lung 
tracheae are found in caterpillars from all 13
families of lepidopterans that have been
studied so far2. And Locke has clearly shown
that, “although as a rule insect tracheae go to
tissues .... haemocytes go to tracheae”2.
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Daedalus

Speed learning
The geomagnetic field is said to influence
psychiatric hospital admissions — though
whether it acts on the patients or the
diagnostic skill of the admissions staff is
not clear. And numerous permanent-
magnet health gadgets are sold to those
neurotics still at large. How can they work?

Daedalus reckons they stir the fluid
axoplasm in the nerves. When a nerve fires,
the axoplasm ions move radially. A
magnetic field would deflect positive ions
in one direction and negative ones in the
other, stirring the fluid. And last week
Daedalus decided that axoplasmic stirring
greatly aids neural adjustment and
learning. It speeds the delivery of material
needed to update the information held by a
synapse. 

This makes excellent evolutionary
sense. Even in the weak geomagnetic field,
the more often a nerve fires, the faster its
axoplasm will be stirred. The more it has to
learn, the more its learning will be
encouraged. Magnetic health gadgets may
well help the nerves to adapt to local
trouble, reducing pain or weakness.

So Daedalus is improving their design.
His new resonant magnetic stimulator has
a field reversing at 400 Hz. It thus reverses
once during the typical firing-time of a
brain nerve. This will stir the nerve
powerfully: ions displaced during their
outward movement will be displaced even
further during their return flow. The axial
flow of the axoplasm will be far more
vigorous, speeding the nerve’s adaptation. 

The big use of the tuned stimulator,
however, will not be in pain relief, but in
education. Our vastly extended childish
learning period is no longer adequate.
Education fills our entire childhood, and
much of young adulthood as well. It is, of
course, largely a protection racket,
designed to deny young people jobs they
could learn perfectly well without the
pointless paper ‘qualifications’ it forces
them to waste years acquiring.

But with Daedalus’s 400-Hz magnetic
hat, they could outwit the system. They
wouldn’t think any faster; but their brains
would be updated twice as fast. They would
learn at twice the rate, and finish their
education by the age of 10 or so, before
puberty steps in. They would no longer
turn into truculent teenagers, sexually
mature adults resentful at their continued
dependency; they could find work, marry,
and become useful citizens, as they did in
pre-technological society. And the malign
youth culture which now exploits their
plight would wither mercifully away.
David Jones

Figure 2 The tracheal system in the last three
segments of a live caterpillar. Respiration in
insects occurs by gaseous diffusion along the
lumen of tracheal tubes that branch repeatedly.
Blood cells lack their own permanent tracheae,
but alight intermittently on a pair of specialized,
thin-walled tufts that act like lungs.
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Figure 3 The branched tufts of tracheae and
tracheoles that provide blood cells (haemocytes)
with oxygen in caterpillars of the butterfly
Calpodes ethlius. a, The number of haemocytes
(red) in a tuft increases when a caterpillar is
subjected to oxygen starvation. 
b, Oxygen-starved granulocytes (a type of
haemocyte; blue) entering a tuft resume the
characteristics of those in a well-oxygenated
environment (red). c, In the tokus — a 
‘lung’-like compartment — the haemocytes
become closely apposed to the thin-walled
tracheae and tracheoles.
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